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Suspension Kinematic Analysis of UTeM’s FV Malaysia Electric Vehicle Racing Car
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Abstract – The purpose of this paper is to investigate the kinematic performance of students’ racing car, namely UTeM’s FV Malaysia Electric Vehicle. An elasto-kinematic analysis approach is used to predict the car’s performance during straight line drive and curvature drive. Two suspension design factors involved in this analysis are toe and camber. The kinematic analysis is iterated using the multibody dynamics simulation. The suspension performance is then compared to the standard SLA suspension. The result shows that the front suspension design does not follow the good C shaped toe and camber curves for the SLA suspension type. However, the suspension design of the rear suspension performs well as it follows the good SLA performance curve. Copyright © 2016 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - All rights reserved.
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I. Introduction

FV Malaysia is a platform for university and technical institute students in Malaysia and the Asian region to show their capabilities in designing and developing small-scale racing cars.

In this current edition, the new category of powertrain has been introduced, which is an electric motor powertrain that makes the racing car achieve its full electrical vehicle capability.

The event was held at Sepang International Circuit (South Track), Malaysia, which is made up of eight tight turns with a total length of 2.6 km [1]. The car reported in this paper with the call sign of FVEV is propelled by a 3kW brushless DC electric motor that features regenerative energy braking. The vehicle handling performance must be well designed to ensure stability during high speed cornering. Therefore, it is critical to investigate the suspension performance as the car handling is directly proportional to the suspension characteristics of the car itself [2]-[10]. In order to obtain the suspension performance data of the real car, a special Kinematic and Compliance measurement machine must be used. However, this machine is not available at the research facility, therefore, another method of analyzing the suspension performance is suggested. The proposed method used computer simulation, which investigated the multibody dynamics of the suspension and car body during racing.

This is the simulation type analysis that gives a 90% accurate result to the actual car performance [11].

The kinematic analysis of the vehicle suspension behaviour becomes a challenging issue due to its nonlinear asymmetric characteristics [12], [13].

It is commonly analyzed. The common suspension design factors in the suspension analysis are camber, roll, and toe [8], [12]-[15].

A study by Kakria and Hsu showed that a computer-based simulation can be used to perform a complex kinematic analysis [16], [17].

There are several tools that could enhance the process of suspension design. One of them is an elasto-kinematic analysis that can be used to predict the camber angle, castor angle, toe, kingpin angle, roll center position, damper ratio, spring ratio, track change, wheel-base change, brake steer, lateral force steer, and other parameters used in designing the suspension [15].

A recent tool used in suspension development is the CAE method, which simulates the suspension’s MBD under specific driving conditions [18]-[19].

The objective of the paper is to investigate the kinematic performance of the racing car suspension system. These include SDF and forces acting on the wheels. The result is then compared to the standard SLA type suspension to verify that the suspension design follows the standard SLA performance curve.
II. Methodology

The analysis process started with the design of the static and dynamic suspension 2D layouts using CAD. Then, the team measured the suspension hard points from the actual car (Section II.1). This data is then used to model the car in the multibody dynamics (MBD) environment. The software used in this simulation is Altair Motion View (discussed in detail in Section III).

II.1. Suspension Parameter & Configuration

The car used the SLA suspension type for both front and rear suspensions. A push rod configuration was selected for the spring and absorber system.

The advantage of the push rod configuration is that it removed the clutter of the spring and absorber on the conventional configuration that can reduce the aerodynamics performance. This car is matched with a 14" alloy rim and fitted with a R14 165/55 semi slick tire with an inner rim orientation. The process started by generating a 2D suspension geometry layout as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. From this layout, the maximum static camber for the front and rear suspensions are 3.10 degree and 3.04 degree, respectively. In order to simplify the fabrication process, the lower and upper control arm designs are made identical. The rod end device is used to achieve the desired suspension design factor.

This length of the device can be adjusted to set the desired lateral position of the lower and upper ball joints. It can be screwed in and out to the maximum length of 20 mm. The parameter of the car and suspension are shown as in Table I and Table II.

II.2. MBD Modeling

Some of the points cannot be measured accurately from an actual car, hence the CAD model is used.

The CAD model is developed in the early stage as a guideline in the fabrication process. The data from direct measurements and CAD extracted data are then modelled in the Altair Motionview software environment.

The car model is developed using a built-in software template for the SLA type suspension. The model consists of complete vehicle components, namely steering system, chassis (ground body), powertrain, SLA suspension, and wheel (Figs. 5(a), (b)). This software allows users to give input of the car’s parameters in a special vehicle template tab. An SLA (short long arms) type arrangement is used to induce a negative camber during the wheel travel. During cornering, it helps in getting the positive camber gain on the lightly loaded inside wheel, while the heavily loaded outside wheel gains negative camber. These will offset the effect of body roll and maintain the optimal wheel camber [16].

Each arm has two mounting points to the chassis and one joint at the knuckle. The coil spring over the shock absorber is mounted to the bell crank to control the vertical movement.

Two sources of hard point data ensure the optimum kinematic modelling process. It can also be used as a guide to improve the suspension design.

Even though this analysis used a built-in MBD kinematic analysis setting, there are standard assumptions to simplify the model. The link is assumed to be rigid, therefore, a linear analysis can be performed. These assumptions must be made in order to lower the calculation time and to simplify the model [20]-[23].

However, the details of the mathematic equations are not discussed in this paper, since it is not the main interest of this paper. A series of kinematic tests (ride test and roll test) and kinetic tests (force analysis) are performed on the car model [24].

The kinematic performance of camber and toe is tested in the ride test, while the car’s roll stability is tested in the roll test [25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>CAR SIZE AND SUSPENSION PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front wheel track</td>
<td>1350 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear wheel track</td>
<td>1450 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelbase</td>
<td>1600 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front and rear jounce</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front and rear rebound</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front and rear droop travel</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>CONTROL ARM SIZING FOR FRONT AND REAR SUSPENSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control arm parameter</td>
<td>Front suspension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper lateral width</td>
<td>210 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower lateral width</td>
<td>220 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper long. width</td>
<td>360 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower long. width</td>
<td>360 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-arm angle</td>
<td>78.6 degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. 2D layout of front suspension showing static camber (solid line) and dynamic camber (dotted line)

Fig. 2. 2D layout of rear suspension showing static camber (solid line) and dynamic camber (dotted line)
II.3. Kinematic Analysis

Ride test analysis - In this analysis, an initial steering input is applied to the model while keeping the wheel in the centre position at the static vehicle height. Then, the left and right suspensions are moved to jounce the height simultaneously. Next, the suspension is moved to rebound the height and finally to return to its static height. This test focuses on the effect of toe and camber angles to the vertical movement of the wheel. Roll test analysis - In this test, an initial steering input is applied to the vehicle model, and simultaneously, the suspension is moved to the initial static wheel position. Then, the left and right rolling movements are initiated, in which equal magnitude displacements in the opposite direction are applied. This test focuses on the effect of toe and camber angles to the body roll angle. Force analysis - In this analysis, the forces acting on each wheel are calculated. The test distributes the vertical force evenly on all four wheels. This data is important in knowing the structure integrity of the suspension components and the chassis itself. Commonly, this force data is passed on to the structure integrity team to be used in their analysis.

III. Result

The suspension design factor simulation result is discussed in this section, which includes toe analysis, camber analysis, roll analysis, and force on wheel.

III.1. Toe Analysis

The changes of the toe angle due to the vertical wheel movement are shown in Figs. 6. Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the toe data for the front left wheel and front right wheel, while Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) show the toe data of the rear left wheel and rear right wheel. Both left and right front wheels show similar toe data. During static height, the toe value is -0.13° (toe in). This means the frontal distance of the front wheel is closer to the rear-end distance of the front wheel. During maximum jounce and rebound, the toe value increased to 2.00° angle (toe out) and -0.13° (toe in), respectively. For the rear wheel, the toe curve mirrored the toe curve of the front wheel.

The maximum jounce, maximum rebound, and static height toe values are 1.13° (toe out), 2.5° (toe out), and 0.38° (toe out) respectively. The toe for the rear wheel shows a good C shape performance curve. It fits the SLA objective, which is to ensure that the lightly loaded wheel gains a positive camber, while the heavily loaded wheel gains a negative chamber. However, for the front wheel, the negative slope curve does not fit the SLA objective. Both lightly and heavily loaded wheels showed positive and negative cambers during rebound and jounce, respectively.

III.2. Camber Analysis

The camber vs wheel vertical displacement is shown in Figs. 7.
Figs. 6. Toe vs wheel vertical displacement

All wheels show the similar trends of camber data. For the front wheel, the camber during maximum jounce, maximum rebound, and static height are -1.40° (negative camber), 1.10° (positive camber), and -0.25° (negative camber), respectively. While for the rear wheel, the camber during maximum jounce, maximum rebound, and static height are -3.00° (negative camber), 2.75° (positive camber), and -0.01° (negative camber), respectively. For both the front and rear wheels, the camber does not seem to follow the good C shape camber performance curve for SLA suspension.

The linear pattern as in Figures 7(a)-(d) matches the MacPherson type suspension, which is not suitable for racing. A minimal negative camber angle is important, especially during cornering. It gives stability to the car and improves the tire grip during cornering.

For better understanding, take a left turn situation as an example. The camber value of the left wheel decreases, making it gain a more negative camber.

In reality, during cornering, the roll action of the vehicle body makes the camber angle becomes near zero. Thanks to the SLA control arm, the negative camber can be maintained during cornering, thus this maintains the tire grip.

III.3. Roll vs Toe Analysis

In this analysis, there are several terminologies that need to be understood. The left roll means the body rotates counter clockwise (car is observed from behind), while the right roll is the opposite of it.

The maximum jounce of the left wheel is achieved during the maximum left roll.
Whereas the maximum rebound of the left wheel is achieved during the maximum right roll. During zero roll, maximum left roll, and maximum right roll, the toe value is similar to the value in Figs. 6. This test is performed to verify the ride test analysis result. Figs. 8 clearly show how the toe angle changes during body roll.

### III.4. Roll vs Camber Analysis

Figs. 9 show the other view of camber change due to body roll. For the front left wheel, the maximum camber is achieved when the body is rolled to the right, while a minimum camber occurs during the left body roll. This condition is symmetry to the right wheel. An analysis shows that the performance of both front and rear suspension rolls is not good.

During cornering (jounce and rebound), the camber shows a positive camber rather than a negative camber. A positive camber will reduce the wheel grip because the wheel tends to float from the road surface. The car is not capable to perform high speed acceleration due to the lack of wheel grip. This will reduce forward acceleration. An increase in car speed will lead to excessive slip and can cause the car to roll over.

### III.5. Force on Wheel Analysis

For the front wheel force analysis, Figs. 10(a), (b) show that the vertical force during maximum jounce, static height, and maximum rebound are 5000N, 3500N, and 1500N, respectively. While for the rear wheel (Figs. 10(c), (d) 0, the vertical force during maximum jounce, static height, and maximum rebound are 4500N, 2500N, and 250N, respectively.
However, the kinematics of the rear suspension system are good. The current geometry configuration for the rear suspension can be used in this car. The analysis of the computed result shows the following:

1) The toe curve for the front wheel does not follow the good C shape toe curve design for SLA suspension. During cornering, the front wheel will toe out, which will reduce the tire grip. However, for the rear wheel, the toe curve follows the good C shape toe curve for SLA suspension.

2) The camber curve for the front and rear wheels does not show the good C shape camber curve design for SLA suspension. The tire grip is reduced during cornering, thus it increases the possibility of excessive slip to the car during high speed cornering.

3) The vehicle is not stable during roll. The toe is slightly out and the camber is positive during cornering. Hence, this will reduce the tire grip during high speed cornering.

4) The front wheel exerts vertical forces up to 5000N per wheel (during cornering). Hence, the suspension frame must be able to handle a load up to 500 kg during cornering.

The result of this study indicates that the front suspension design must be optimised. The performance results of toe, camber, and roll for the front wheel clearly show that the current suspension design is not capable to provide maximum grip during the race.

Further research might explore the redesign of the front suspension geometry. These include improving the control arm dimensions and repositioning the front suspension hard points. The redesign process should use a proper optimisation process that will lead to the optimum SLA suspension performance.
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